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Design
driven by
research
M&S Stores of the Future 1
Research into the history of the brand
When invited to speculate about the future of M&S
store design as part of an R&D project we started by
mapping the company’s history, charting its progress and
growth over an 100 year period, including information on
leadership, trading locations, architecture, interior layout,
product innovation and social trends.
Three history drawings were produced: one analysing the
company’s history, the second, the development of its
store architecture and the third, the history of its store
interiors.
These drawings enabled M&S to clearly visual and
communicate the key stages in their history, to clearly see
the impact of key decisions that had been taken and to
begin to speculate about the future.

01
In 1930 M&S opened a personal
department, introduced a
subsidized canteen, employed
medical officers and started an
in- house magasine. This image
was taken of M&S staff in 1938
at a holiday camp .
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Design that
responds
to historical
research &
analysis

making and defing the high street

rebuilding after the war

1970

going out of town - malls, barns and barrel vaults

extending the offer - making M&S the best on the highstreet

town development and
private car ownership
fuels congestion

new infrastructure
centralises markets
and trade into regional
centres

post war growth
establishes major
high streets and new towns

regional centres continue to grow
stabalising trading and countrywide
distribution from the informal market
to the fixed high street store

ring roads are built
around major towns
major M&S shops grow into
large departmental stores

M&S shops grow to feed
new consumer led
marketplace

sub regional centres develop to cope
with growth in shopping population

1980

1990

out of town
coming back

car dependant shopping congregates
on the ring road between city & suburb.
this emphasis potentialy isolates the breadth
of offer available to all on the high street

city centre
redevelopment

2000
regional centre

discount
outlet

STORE DEVELOPMENT

filling niches

new out of town stand alone
M&S stores are the only shops able
to provide the whole breadth of offer

continued suburban growth
and the development of out
of town infrastructure creates
the need for regional shopping
centres outside urban areas

go

ld
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re

other smaller shops start taking
a supporting role in this hierarchy,
providing returns or ordering services
to their customers. yet interstore/
inter region communication is inefficient
and slow

M&S becomes an anchor store
for these scale developments

1958
the department store
is extended

high street
shopping centre

THE CHANGING FACE OF THE HIGH STREET

CITY CENTRE

THE CHANGING FACE OF THE HIGH STREET

open to street
volume product
is display

stores feature
generous
welcome doormat

OU

TO

diverging

building the high street
rebuilding the high street

speculating and capitalising on the potential of its real
estate M&S has been able to make a powerful statement on
every major high street in Britain. Part of M&S' signature has
been its use of an art deco architectural language from the
20's till the late 50's. There was not a pattern book for
design but a 'manner' which allowed the shops to feel
together yet absorb context, and changing spatial and
technological requirements

into new territories
M&S has kept pace with the changing nature of
shopping, and this has meant leaving the high street
that they built for new territories shaped by
complicated development and legislation issues. In
this shifting arena of repositioning, architectural
clarity has been harder to acheive. most stores have
been shaped by outside processes rather than an
inherent agenda from M&S

ESTABLISHED ART DECO STYLE

SHOPPING BLUR

new places
to shop

out of town store

FT

OW

regional shopping centre

N

out of town
leisure event
destination

RING ROAD
& BYPASS BUILDING

COMMERCIAL ACCOMADATION

out of town joint ventre

high street
airport
out of town
market
edge of town
offices
museum
leisure
train station

NEW TOWNS &
BUSINESS PARK GROWTH
window display removed
to show depth of shop and
maximise doorways

stores replace traditional generous bay windows
with enclosed display cases and more efficient doors

car boot sales

out of town
destination store

ARCHITECTURAL SIGNATURE
local

learning from the processes that have shaped the past to
help define how we shall meet the challenges of the future

RESPONSIVE ARCHITECTURE

free admission highlights the stores openess to trade
reinforced through product on the street running seamlessly
into the service counter

service, merchandise
and point of sale fully integrated

THE SHOP WINDOW
1900

first enclosed
bay display window

remote
plug in stores

tailored
city stores

department store

superstore

HIGH STREET

INHERITED & ADAPTED

new
lifestyle
needs

farmers
markets

covered market

STORE FRONT ARCHITECTURAL SIGNATURE

MASS TRANSIT INVESTMENT

BROWNFIELD DEVELOPMENT &
PEOPLE COMING BACK TO THE CITY

CCTV

city centre congestion

progressive organic growth

REGIONAL GROWTH

CUSTOMER CHANNEL DEVELOPMENT

mixed use
office & shopping
development

1976
brent cross opens
fundementally
changing the role
of wood green

HIGH STREET PEDESTRIANISATION

plug-in

different clear types of
offer in key geographical
locations with seamless
physical and virtual
communication channels

different amounts of offer
in different geographical locations
without consistent integration
or communication channels between

the high street grows up to meet M&S

on

1948
self service is introduced
putting pressure on space

gold store

ati

1938
the block next door is purchased
1938
and developed by bovis
1938
the new development store sits
next to the original chain store

1925
the original charles walters store
is absorbed by M&S

typical store growth: wood green

d

bin

CUSTOMER CHANNEL DEVELOPMENT

finding the best sites

n

m

a local store or a
bigger and better store
in the next big town

M&S

shaping the market

FA

inatio

grandstore

re

ilo

ta

chain store

comb

n

co

M&S sets up administrative boundaries
to manage its national chain

MARKET

THE CUSTOM
ER

g-i

plu

REGIONAL GROWTH

market stall

2010
simply food

n

Simon Marks actively controls the development
of Britains high streets through strategic speculation
and development of real estate

1960

comb
inatio

speculating on real estate

1950

1940

CLUSTER
NG
CI

> TIMELINE 2 : THE EXTERIOR

shaping the market

1930

the m-commerce revolution

1920

the dot.com revolution

03
2004 Christmas sale Bluewater

1910

race for out of town

01
02
1940’s M&S
1950’s M&S
04
Timeline 2 - the development of
M&S exteriors
Drawn by Tom Coward (ex RCA)
now at the AOC

STORE DEVELOPMENT

First Woolworths store opens in Liverpool

But our drawings also highlighted how M&S had been slow
to develop out of town formats in the early 1970’s (their
first was Brent Cross in 1976), and how this development
meant that they lost their distinctive architectural
signature. Some of the high street stores began to look out
of date, they were situated at the wrong end of towns after
malls arrived and town centres began to shift in response.

1900

Fight for the High Street

M&S Stores of the Future 1
Research into the history of the brand
We were intrigued by how M&S had been so innovative in
terms of product development, developing new formats,
producing a consistant architectural style on the high
street and had been at the forefront of staff welfare and
development throughout its history.

1910

1920

the shopfront was the public face of M&S. clarity and consistency in the
architecture reinforced the values the company stood for, and by using key
features such as the generous mosaic doormat and high street clock made
a strong civic gesture connecting the people its customers

1930

the shop window is used as a showcase
focussing on new products through their
inherent functional and lifestyle assets

1940

promoting the post war prosperity
selling volume quality goods through first value
then fashion, then finally aspirational
indulgent exclusive display

1950

technical prowess is
demonstrated through
simple yet imaginative
volume display

modern technical developments are
translated into fashion. and fashion is
turned into aspiration through 'on
location' fashion shoots

1960

at the scale of the motorway the whole store facade becomes
the only shop window
in the city the shop window reinstates desire through scientific
means - electric fantastic visions along lines of efficient aisles

orchestrated shop
fronts and VM

1970

fashion publications and advertising
highlight M&S' comittment to fashion,
quality and technology more comprehensively than just shop windows

the shop window display is
dropped on the front facade
of high street stores to
maximise door traffic

1980

with a new scale of shopping the role of the shop window is taken by new mediums
and processes: including poster advertising, product photography rather than
showcasing and using instore merchandising to work through the windows and onto
the street

1990

using personalities and large scale advertising campaigns on TV &
billboards to promote key products highlights the growing seperation
between store environment and brand, or place and product,
in line with the now multiple ways and places to shop

2000

THE SHOP WINDOW
2010

new media begins to have a recipricol affect instore - with the home
page of the website translating into an orientation space instore
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M&S Stores of the Future 1
Research into the history of the brand

lease arrangements
standardized &
enfranchised

Alcohol first sold
operation simplification
and good housekeeping
campaign launched

factory
organization
section
opened
new textile
testing laboratory
opened

first self service
trial at Wood Green
store success

no smoking

HYGIENE

government edict
allows post war
rebuilding

national system of food depots &
chilled or frozen transport, ensure
prime condition of food instore
within 36 hours

dogs banned
from stores

6 principles
of M&S given

minimum standards
and test methods
adopted

commitment to
British suppliers

return on sales
pushed above 10%
new tills with
weighing machines
for loose goods

Mens tailoring service
in 100 stores

FINANCIAL

grow UK strawberries
from april-nov

website
launched

free range eggs
in everything

M&S persuaded
to accept outside
credit cards

global sourcing principles
and CSR obligations given

range slashed
in 80 poor stores
steam cuisine
12
millennium protected by
patent
awards

huge growth in
financial services

first OFT store
opens in Cheshunt

TYPOLOGY
DIVERGENCE

M&S opens in
Metro centre

Marble Arch
extended

Torbay OFT opens
Torbay High street
closes

Kensington
'concept store'
lifestyle revamp

closing of smaller,
non profitable stores

chytopoly allergy
free clothing launched

Richard Greenbury
becomes chairman

RICHARD GREENBURY

company split into
7 BU's to distribute
power

Head office
relocates to
Paddington Basin

CLOTHING

TURNOVER
ST MICHAEL HOUSE
LEADERSHIP

ASIA

SHOPPING

OUT OF TOWN

TRE
CEN
T
OUTLE

PROFIT

first niche store
simply food

first outlet stores
profits fall to £480m

EUROPE
first buy out
Littlewoods

first stand alone OFT stores

STORE TYPOLOGY & GROWTH

ASIA

count on us

lifestyle offers

SCIENCE FUNCTION

David Beckham

Autograph
Per Una
Perfect
Ltd Edition

internet

steam cuisine

Marks & Spencer

chytopoly
allergy free

LYCRA

digital-TV

takeaway
sandwiches

machine washable
lambswool knit wear

TECHNOLOGY

new flagship
standalone
clothes format

hostile takeover bid
project mushroom

USA
profits exceed £1.1bn

profits hits £25m

technology quality

new flagship
stand alone
store

VANDEVELDE

profits exceed £500m

first OFT shopping centres

first departmental stores
its time to promote VINYL

TERYLENE the wonder
fabric of the future

first NYLON blouse

st michael

FOOD
SERVICE & EFFICIENCY

return to
quality basics

autograph
launched

Greenbury
pushing business
too hard
'look for profits'

2010

WELFARE

ARCHITECTURE

35% UK lingerie market Per Una launched
machine washable suit
25% men's suits
bioform bra
15% clothes

have to start sourcing abroad
Italian range launched

DEREK RAYNER

MARCUS SEIFF

st Michael

new self scan pilot
combined credit
& loyalty pilot

Simply food
launched

no longer a
typical M&S
store

lakeside shopping
centre opens

£2bn expansion plan
to enhance share
holder value

CANADA

'own your own part
in delivering results'

SELF RELIANT - NOT AUTOCRATIC
50% of the ready
food market

HOME furnishing catalogue

M&S opens in
High St Ken

Derek Rayner
becomes chairman
Marcus Seiff becomes
president

Edward Seiff
becomes chairman

Simon Marks dies
at work

EDWARD SEIFF

2000

reduction in staff welfare
heavily subsidized - commercial rates

First non family
chairman

CC41 specification

St. Michael

Israel Seiff
becomes MD

SIMON MARKS

Prudential Assurance
Company becomes an
important shareholder

St. Margaret

M&S introduce
chargecard

head office
management
perks games
ensue

Michael House moves
to Baker Street

100% own brand

FASHION TASTE

food = 1/3
of M&S sales

install deli
counters, fresh
meat counters &
bakeries

low fat &
vegetarian dishes
launched

first changing rooms
in out of town
locations

M&S Lyrca becomes
the new standard

Michael House built
on Chiswell St.

TURNOVER
PROFIT
PRODUCT PLACEMENT

crispy pancakes &
pork spare ribs
introduced

'the crisp
heart lettuce
story'

Greenbury saves
food supplier from
hostile takeover
fresh meat sold

further Indian foods introduced
chicken korma, tikka kebabs all fresh and chilled not frozen

introduce the home

M&S opens in
Brent Cross
superseding
Wood Green

profits exceed £1m

STORE TYPOLOGY & GROWTH

acquire first computer
with staff of 54 for
central accounting

1990

Prawn &
mayonnaise
M&S fastest
selling line

take away
sandwiches
reintroduced

hunting for the chicken
kiev equivalent in
clothing

first super - stores

ST MICHAEL HOUSE

Marcus Seiff
gives his 5 points

1980

introduction of
garment rails

Marks visits the US
to learn about
modern retailing
and Woolworths
M&S becomes
public company to
raise funds and allow
store growth.

Move HQ to London
Friendly House EC1

tandoori
chicken
reappears

chilled
chicken
kiev on sale

TURN OFF SWITCH OFF CAMPAIGN
SAVES £4M gas / electricity

abolishment of
building controls
allows long delayed
expansion

clothing launched to provide
differentiation from Woolworths
& meet postwar social changes
more disposable income & demand

Seiff becomes VC

SIMON MARKS

Indian & Chinese
food launched
frozen/ boil in the
bag - too early

Salsbury made CE
Vandevelde made
executive chairman
Roger Holmes
made CE

M&S export
corporation
set up

first ever scientific
research lab set up
to pioneer new fabrics

flagship store
marble arch
opens

architecture dept is
searching out best
urban sites

company philosophy built by Simon Marks & Israel Seiff

Headquarters
in Manchester

fruit distribution centre
opens covent garden
merchandise
development
dept. created

1970

last 2 cafes close
icecream too messy

Marks & Spencer
becomes the brand

Bovis appointed
contractors new
building tech &
scale fuel growth

new training scheme
introduced
weekly clubs
customer
suggestion department
set up
scheme
introduced

1960

charitable trust set up
to support the benevolent trust

food
development
dept. created

coping with war time
demand to eat out &
using vacant space
82 catering
installations

Custom built offices
open on Baker Street
Simon Marks
becomes chairman

Israel Seiff joins board

Simon Marks director

William Chapman
chairman

Michael Marks dies

Tom Spencer dies

LEADERSHIP

'eat more fruit'
campaign

1950

1940

PATERNAL WELFARE

cafes open
in store

birth of the
recipe dish
business

gold & green
fascia introduced
to counter Woolworths
P Hickey Architect
does first professional
job for M&S

pension scheme
M&S benevolent trust

'Sparks' in
house mag.

Marcus Seiff
becomes chairman

collaboration with Zionist
Weizmann (chemistry scientist)
to establish a technology link
to retail business

CLOTHING

Tom Spencer joins
Michael Marks

new fruit &
veg Dept.

personnel dept opened subsidized canteen,
staff holidays

WELFARE

consulting
medical officer
appointed

first issue of merchandising
M&S magazine committee
formed

set up direct distribution with
clothing manufacturer Corah

TECHNOLOGY

PROGRESSION
PIECEMEAL ORGANIC GROWTH

MICHAEL MARKS

FOOD

biscuits &
cakes sold

postwar society change
5s price policy

stalls & bazaars
first stores

> TIMELINE 1 : THE COMPANY

1930
ice cream
1st on sale

the m-commerce revolution

ARCHITECTURE
commission first own design
building - warehouse in
Manchester

1920

the dot.com revolution

simple price structure
'no need to ask everything a penny'

1910

race for out of town

First Woolworths store opens in Liverpool

SERVICE & EFFICIENCY

Fight for the High Street

1900

m-com
merce

E-STORES

PRODUCT PLACEMENT
SCIENCE FUNCTION
FASHION TASTE

'exclusively for
everyone'
the M&S cube
'Aspirational quality'

1900

1910

1920

1930

1940

1950

1960

1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

THE
ENVIRONMENT

INFLUENCES
& CONTEXT

30

RUBBING SHOULDERS
We identified five key concerns during our research into
legislative, regulatory and societal change. These greatly
influence our future vision. Positive engagement with these
and new issues as they arise is at the heart of a flexible,
responsive future store.
.
.
.
.
.

Scale of Responsibility
Increasing Recycling and Reuse
Reducing Emissions
Tackling Congestion
Excelling in the built environment

Store design
creatively engaging with and delivering
projects that demonstrate how we are
influenced and affected by CSR issues
ensuring these effects are effectively
communicated to customers through the
design of store environments.
Anticipating issues
We have actively developed relationships with
NGOs, helpful in raising and anticipating
relevant issues. We must continue engaging
with these and other outside opinion formers,
engaging with issues in good time so we can
explore the best and most creative solutions.

We also researched the cities throughout the UK that were
considering introducing congestion charging and more
broadly how high streets are changing in response to this
charge. This highlighted the opportunities and challenges
faced by M&S due to their decision to retain their high
street presence.

04
The impact of societal
changes were
documented in specific
customer journeys

The sheer size of Marks & Spencer makes it
comparable to a small country. We consider
ourselves therefore accountable both to
ourselves and to the outside world. To this
end, we have a mature and active Corporate
and Social Responsibility programme. Our
scale of activity brings huge benefits when
used responsibly and has the possibility of
creating great drama when used creatively.

Real opportunity exists for:

We researched the roll out of new technology in the store
including self-scanning, Rfid and vending and considered
the effect of the Climate Change Levy.

01
The relationship of
trust M&S has with its
customers

SCALE OF
RESPONSIBILITY

M&S total CO2 emissions 2001/2 = 413,000 tonnes†

M&S Stores of the Future 2
Research into current and future influences on retail
We researched current and future influences on
shopping including demographics, technology, regulation,
legislation and environmental factors and identified the
changing values and behaviour of M&S’s core customers,
investigating the impact of a population that is getting older
but where age no longer dictates attitudes or behaviour.

†

www.marksandspencer.com
* United Nations Statistics Division www.millenniumindicators.un.org

02
03
The effect of the Climate Cities that were considering
Change Levy.
introducing congestion
charging

M&S convenience store - this customer orders dinner on-line and collects it from a local
convenience store on the way home so he doesn’t have to wait for it to be delivered

01 design driven by research

Design that
responds
to social,
economic &
user research

Mali total CO2 emissions 1998 = 483,656 tonnes*

M&S Stores of the Future 2
Research into the carbon footprint of the brand
We worked with Prashant Kapoor (at WSP) to calculate
and illustrate M&S’s carbon footprint in three categories:
direct co2 footprint, upstream co2 footprint: suppliers and
downstream co2 footprint: customers.
These diagrams enabled M&S to think clearly about and to
articulate strategies for their Plan A campaign.
We designed customer journeys to illustrate possible future
initiatives for the Plan A press launch, designed stores that
could achieve BREAM excellent ratings (M&S Liverpool)
and delivered in-store messaging panels made of maplex a possible MDF substitute.
As a result of this campaign, non-iron and 30 degree
washable clothes were designed, M&S teamed up with
Oxfam to encourage customers to return old M&S clothes
and held talks with renewable electricity suppliers.

01
C02 footprint calculations
02
03
Future customer journey C02 embodied in a
illustrated for the Plan A typical store remodel
launch

01 design driven by research

Design that
responds
to ecological
research &
analysis

Architectural Trends

Section 01

A stronger emphasis on design
and a greater long-term investment
in architecture will lead to stores
with more wow-factor and greater
longevity.

SOTF 2 Trial Store Opening 2008

Section 03

M&S Covent Garden : example of a post war high street store
What does this mean for us?

TIME BECOMING THE MOST PRECIOUS
CURRENCY

- Minimise the dull or routine, grow the enjoyable
and engaging

- In the UK 39% of adults say that out of information, time, energy,
money and space, time is their most valued resource in everyday life.
- In the past 20 years, there has been a 40% increase in leisure time
spent outside the home.

Connecting with the locality
- The tube station is a place to meet for locals and tourists. The new canopies provide shelter for people waiting.
Generous gestures
- One central generous entrance replaces the two small existing entrances. This is marked in dark green with legible M&S signage over the
doors.
- Generous hospitality offers are articulated on the prominent street corner on both levels.
Legibility
The coloured canopies express the length of the store when it is located in a multi-tasking building.
Eco-nomic
- The lower portions of the canopies eco-nomically reduce heat gains inside the store and allow fresh air as part of the innovative natural
ventilation strategy.

- One third of US workers said that they would prefer more time off
rather than more hours of paid employment.

80% of visitors to Bilbao come to visit Frank Gehry’s Guggenheim Museum completed
in 1997

- The number of people working over 48 hours has more than doubled
since 1998, from 10% to 26%. One in six of all workers is doing more
than 60 hours.

The Great Court at the British Museum deigned by Foster + Partners with engineers Buro Happold
has rejuvenated the museum

BUILDINGS MULTI-TASKING

What does this mean for us?

Advances in building technology and the demand
for structures to accommodate different functions
mean that buildings are no longer ‘standardised
throughout’.

Rooftop pitch; with space at a premium, cross-programming is common in Tokyo

ENGAGING WITH USERS AND
LOCALITY

What does this mean for us?

- In the wake of the tsunami disaster in Asia in 2004, over $7bn was
pledged by people and organisations in over 25 countries.

What does this mean for us?

INDEPENDENT PEOPLE SEEKING COMPANIONSHIP
AND EXPERIENCE

Legislation is starting to place greater
emphasis on consultation and we
should pre-empt this by engaging our
staff and customers in the design of
new stores. When designing back of
house facilities we should consult our
staff to enable them to do their jobs
better.

Users are increasingly encouraged to participate in
the conception and design process of projects in
order to affect and own the outcomes.

Carsten Höller’s work concerns the ‘inner spectacle’
experienced by the sliders

GREATER INTEREST IN DOING THE RIGHT THING

Designing our stores to meet the
broader needs of the local community
will open up new opportunities and
help us get better use from our
building stock while helping our stores
engage with their locality.

-Plan A gives M&S a platform to inspire people to
do the right thing.

- 69% of consumers believe it is better to look after their long-term
health rather than on the here and now.

M&S stores of the future 2
Principles for a high st store

- 60% of UK consumers have become more environmentally aware
over the past 12 months.

This vast industrial plant in Germany plays host to a new swimming pool, Paschke & Milohnic, 2001

What does this mean for us?

- New opportunities to make it easier to be part
of communities and to learn new things – but in
relevant ways.

- There are now 50,0000 children on the waiting list for the brownies
and girl guides.
- One in 8 couples who married in the US last year met online.
- By 2014 the international travel industry will be worth $9.5 trillion.

FAT’s work for the Dutch WIMBY project (Welcome into My Back Yard) in which community facilities are designed with the
communities themselves

What does this mean for us?

We are moving from inactive decoration of
surfaces towards programmable and interactive
facades. This can lead to a greater connection
between interior and exterior.

Instead of decoration for decoration’s
sake, intelligent surfaces can aid
legibility of store types, act as
generous gestures and differentiate us
from our competitors.

OPTION 2 - BALCONY

Connecting with the locality
- The tube station is a place to meet for Londoners and tourists. The new canopies provide shelter for people waiting.
Generous gestures
- One central generous entrance replaces the two small existing entrances.
Legibility
- The main hospitality offer is articulated prominently over the main entrance. The balcony contains legible M&S signage over the doors.
Eco-nomic
- The coloured canopies at first floor level express the extent of the store when it is located in a multi-tasking building.
- An internal light shelf reflects light deep into the store resulting in a healthy building. The openable windows allow fresh air as part of the
innovative natural ventilation strategy.

What does this mean for us?

INTEREST IN LOCALITY

- Opportunity to both support localities and
provide benefits of scale at the same time.

- In 10 years since their inception, the number of farmers markets has
grown to 550 across the UK.
- Tesco plans to introduce carbon footprint labels on all 70,000
products that it sells.
- 80% of UK consumers want to buy local food, reduce product
packaging and recycle rubbish.

Programmable skin of the Kunsthaus in Graz, Austria Architect: Spacelab - Peter
Cook & Colin Fournier, 2004

Glass cast in to the concrete walls of this Louis Vuitton store emits light from inside at night, Jun
Aoki, Tokyo 2004

HEALTHY &
BIO-BENEFICIAL

What does this mean for us?

We should be making Plan A tangible
to our customers by improving
the environment both inside and
immediately outside our stores. A bold
eco-aesthetic will make our initiatives
hard to copy.

Design is evolving from the simple addition of
planting into architecture towards buildings that
manage and respond to specific environmental
problems.

What does this mean for us?

INTEREST IN DESIGN, CONTROL AND CREATING
OUTCOMES

- Opportunity to help customers through
communications, merchandising and new
services, guiding them towards better outcomes.

- 53% of internet shoppers have more trust and respect for brands that
allow customer product reviews on their site.
- In February 2007, 6 out of Amazon’s top 20 bestsellers were self-help
books.

Store Design
Development
Procurement
The facade of this apartment block supports integral potted
plants, Edouard Francois, Paris, 2004

M&S Store of the Future 2

De-polluting surface treatment for a disused
powerstation, Abalos & Herreros

M&S Architecture Today

Store Design

Store Design

Development

Development

Procurement

Procurement

M&S Store of the Future 2

Section 02

Store numbers by typology, 2007 & 2008
Super Shed

Total salesfloor vs. total sales by typology

30
32

Forecourt Franchise

Forecourt Franchise

128
72

108
107

51

Concourse Unit

6%

Post-War High Street
Concourse Unit

56

45
45

- Be legible to the customer

2007 store numbers
2008 anticipated store numbers

SUPER SHED
5% chain 22% total sales

Location: Often in pedestrianised streets in major city centres.

Store size: In top 10% biggest stores with very expansive shop floors. The net sales floor of these
stores is between 40,000-150,000 sqft.

Store size: In top 10% of biggest stores, net sales floor between 60,000-170,000 sqft. Stores operate
between 2-5 floors.

Location: In ‘drive-to’ destinations on the edge of cities or large towns.

Architecture: These stores were built in the 1980/90s and are asbestos-free, but often have eclectic
and dated facades.

Architecture: All have their own strong, grand and civic architectural style.
Customer: These buildings have to entice customers. They compete for customer’s time against other
retail flagships, museums, galleries and entertainment venues in city centres.

HIGH STREET FOOD
24% chain 9% total sales

Location: These stores are in cities, commuter and market towns, either on the high street or an
adjacent road.
Store size: These stores operate over one floor and have a net sales area between 2,000 and 17,000
sqft.
Architecture: Host buildings are diverse, some original pre-war high street stores, but most are in
new developments.
Customer: Customers don’t connect the exteriors of these buildings with M&S’s brand attributes but
focus on the location and approach.

Customer: Customers often travel far to these buildings and so these stores need to balance
experiential leisure time and practical shopping.

TENANTED OUT OF TOWN
12% chain 7% total sales

Location: These stores are predominantly in retail park locations in which they form terraces of shops.
Store size: Fashion-led stores are 15,000- 50,000sqft, food stores 4,000-10,000 sqft. These stores
will operate over one floor possibly with a mezzanine.
Architecture: The developer-designed uniform units leave M&S with little scope to differentiate itself
from its competitors.
Customer: Customers don’t connect the exteriors of these buildings with M&S’s brand attributes but
focus on the interior and what it can offer.

9%
16%

0.7%

19%

3%

City Landmark

CITY LANDMARK
8% chain 25% total sales

21%

17%

High Street Food

179

87
90

ARCHITECTURAL PRINCIPLES TOWARDS 2012
- Be generous to the customer

6%
7%

Pre-War High Street
139

High Street Food
Post-War High Street

Section 03

22%

0.3%
1%

Tenanted Out Of Town

85

Pre-War High Street

City Landmark

WHAT’S CHANGED SINCE SOTF1?
19%

Super Shed
48

Tenanted Out Of Town

M&S Architecture Towards 2012

M&S stores of the future 2
Principles for a convenience store

Architecture principles towards 2012

An architectural family of 8 building typologies

These stores can be sub-divided into Classic and Modern Landmarks.

01
M&S Stores of the Future 2

M&S Store of the Future

Section 01

Customer trends towards 2012

What does this mean for us?

People are becoming more visually literate.
Countries, cities and brands are using this trend to
fuel our desire for cultural tourism.

Growing wall of the Musée du Quai Branly, Jean Nouvel, Paris,
2006

M&S wanted to understand more about their architectural
portfolio and formats and to communicate their future
direction. Having researched M&S’s building typologies
and architectural trends we were asked to test our design
principles against a range of store and building types to
demonstrate the flexibility of our designs and its suitability
for the different building types in the M&S portfolio.

Customer Trends Towards 2012

OPTION 1 - EYELASHES
CUSTOMERS ARE MORE
DESIGN SAVVY

INTELLIGENT SURFACES

M&S Stores of the Future 2
Testing store of the future design principles
This project developed after the internal refurbishment
project that succeeded Stores of the Future 1 (for 300
stores) was underway.

M&S Store of the Future 2

Five trends in architecture towards 2012

01 design driven by research

Design that
is speculative
& acts as a
catalyst for
change

M&S Store of the Future 2

25%

28%

Scope of SOTF2 widened to include back of house

- Become eco-nomic and efficient (including back of house)

Success of marketing strategy & Plan A

- Express our difference (make Plan A and marketing strategy tangible)

Emergence of environmental technologies that benefit the customer

- Be innovative and healthy

Public’s rejection of identi-high streets

- Be locally relevant and connected

% salesfloor across chain
% total sales across chain

PRE-WAR HIGH STREET
19% chain 17% total sales

FORECOURT FRANCHISE
8% chain 1% total sales

Location: These shops are an established part of British high streets and can be found throughout
the country.

Location: These stores are always found in petrol stations which can be in urban, suburban and
motorway locations.

Store size: Trade over two floors, with a three storey front elevation. Net sales floor 6,000-60,000
sqft, average 27,000 sqft.

Store size: The sales floor is split between BP and M&S, with M&S controlling 1,000-1,200 sqft.

Architecture: These stores are characterised by classic facades which are usually divided into vertical
bays and symmetrical with the door in the centre.
Customer: The customers have an emotional attachment to these stores and these stores reflect the
M&S brand. The old buildings need to be cared for and connect to the locality.

CITY LANDMARK

SUPER SHED

Façade: The façade makes the size and purpose of the store legible.

Façade: Cladding is natural and super insulated to provide a new eco-nomic facade. As customers approach glazing
allows the interior to be legible and reveals generous leisure and hospitality elements.

These buildings are generous and express the brand. Architecture is part of the experience.

Architecture: BP Connects have rolled out since 2000 with an established aesthetic. Those with an
M&S offer are only differentiated by signage.
Customer: Customers currently see these stores as convenience in a utilitarian building typology.

Building fabric: Innovative contemporary interventions bring old building fabric alive. Where the building is new, it
expresses the offer through making the oors as visible layers.
Interior architecture: An impressive tall entrance and generous circulation spaces aid customers’ navigation. Each
oor and department is articulated by its own distinctive ceiling and lighting geometry. Hospitality offers have views
out to key landmarks to connect with the locality.
Plan A: Existing buildings are reused and incorporate displacement ventilation (natural ventilation in atria). Insulation
on the back elevations will be an eco-nomic architectural signature.
Back of House: Facilities are redesigned to assist lean processes. Back of house includes a facility that can be used
for staff training within a local cluster.

These stores offer the best opportunity to connect to space, light and air in semi-rural settings.

PRE-WAR HIGH STREET

FORECOURT

Façade: Existing facades are cared for and refreshed with new elements and discreet architectural lighting. The stores
connect to the immediate locality through trees, cycle racks and seating.

Façade: The typology necessitates a large window for views of the forecourt that should be exploited to reinforce
legibility.

Building fabric: The heavyweight masonry construction of these stores can be exposed in order to express historic
features and to stabilise internal temperatures.

Building fabric: These steel framed buildings have insulated cladding panels, which as they come to the ends of their
lives can be replaced with innovative natural materials.

Interior architecture: Clarity, legibility and eco-nomic efciency are key. Escalators and movement are clearly
visible. Cafes allow customers to look out onto their town.

Interior architecture: Clarity, legibility and efficiency are critical. The store layout of fridges and tills should reinforce
the natural circulation.

Plan A: Displacement ventilation, exposed thermal mass, well-insulated rear walls and roofs are simple eco-nomic
measures. Natural ventilation will be appropriate in some locations away from trafc.

Plan A: These buildings are surrounded by landscape and are a real opportunity to connect with natural systems and to
incorporate green roofs, wind turbines, permeable car parking and trees.

Back of House: Fragmented inefcient dark rooms are combined into healthy day rooms.

Back of House: Eco-nomic 24-hour facilities are supplemented by training at City Landmark stores.

These connect to their locality through the streetscape immediately outside the store and continue to express
M&S traditional qualities.

Building fabric: Roofs and walls are lightweight so daylight can economically be brought in to key areas.
Interior architecture: The height of the shed is exploited internally. Departments are articulated through elds of
lighting with daylight breaking up space over circulation and pause points.
Plan A: These buildings are our best chance to connect with the locality and incorporate eco-nomic elements such
as green roofs, wind turbines, visible insulation, innovative natural passive ventilation systems, permeable car parking
surfaces and trees.
Back of House: A facility that feels healthy, is light, airy and incorporates outside space for staff.

POST-WAR HIGH STREET
15% chain 16% total sales

CONCOURSE UNIT
9% chain 3% total sales

HIGH STREET FOOD

These stores express the straightforward and efficient side of M&S and are therefore legible and eco-nomic.

The focus here is on legibility and efficiency.

TENANTED OUT OF TOWN

POST-WAR HIGH STREET

Location: Many of these stores are relocations from pre-war stores (these are not High Street Food
only stores).

Location: Unfamiliar or busy sites on the way to something else. Typically in rail stations, airports and
service stations.

Façade: The variety of these stores can be addressed by large legible signage over one main entrance. These
stores, which are set in a combination of street and car park conditions, engage with their immediate locality through
generous gestures such as cycle racks, recycling facilities and café seating.

Façade: These developments do not allow M&S to express the brand through the façade. The size of the store is
generally difcult to understand from the outside and thus the focus is on articulating the main generous entrances
with clear legible signage and shop windows.

Façade: Additions and alterations to the building should continue elevational bay sizes, oor and parapet levels to
give a coherent whole. These stores connect to the local pedestrianised areas in front of the store through generous
gestures such as trees, cycle racks and café seating.

Store size: A bit larger than pre-war stores, net sales floor can be between 10,000-60,000 sqft. with an
average of 31,000 sqft.

Store size: These shops only operate over one floor with a net sales area between 1,500-3,000 sqft.

Building fabric: Masonry oors and frames are exposed in order to stabilize internal temperatures.

Architecture: Units sit within a variety of non-retail host buildings with their own architectural styles.

Interior architecture: Clarity, legibility & efficiency are critical. Layout reinforces natural circulation.

Building fabric: These buildings are generally simple lightweight steel portal frames. Roofs and walls are lightweight
and thus daylight can eco-nomically be brought into key areas.

Building fabric: Masonry oors and frames are exposed to stabilise internal temperatures and increase head height
eco-nomically.

Interior architecture: The shed’s height is exploited and departments are articulated through elds of distinct lighting.
Daylight is used to break up space and articulate circulation and pause points.

Interior architecture: Escalators and movement are clearly legible. Cafes allow customers to look out onto their local
town.

Plan A: Developers should be encouraged to express M&S’s values in the surrounding landscape with green roofs,
wind turbines, permeable car parking, and trees to put M&S in the appropriate setting.

Plan A: Displacement ventilation, exposed thermal mass, well insulated rear walls and roofs are simple eco-nomic
measures. Natural ventilation will be appropriate in some locations away from trafc.

Back of House: A facility that feels healthy and connects with light and air and outside space.

Back of House: Fragmented dark ofces are combined into healthy day rooms on upper oors for staff.

Architecture: No overriding architectural style, however facades are often divided into vertical bays.
M&S may not occupy the whole building making the size of store difficult to judge from outside.

Plan A: Simple eco-nomic measures are key; exposed thermal mass, well-insulated rear walls and green roofs.

Customer: Customers see these stores as facilities not as buildings.

Back of House: Eco-nomic facilities are supplemented by training facilities in most local City Landmark stores.

Customer: Customers will have varying degrees of affection towards these stores. They reflect the
straightforward efficient side of M&S.

These stores express the straightforward and efficient side of M&S and are therefore legible and eco-nomic.

These are convenient and straight-forward facilities that could become a unique expression of M&S set in a
semi-rural landscape.

CONCOURSE UNIT

Customers see these stores as facilities, not buildings. Clarity, legibility and efficiency are critical.
Façade: The variety of these stores can be addressed by large legible signage over one main entrance.
Building fabric: Masonry oors and frames are exposed in order to stabilise internal temperatures and increase
headheight.
Interior architecture: Clarity, legibility and efficiency are critical. The store layout of fridges and tills reinforce the
natural circulation.
Plan A: Simple eco-nomic measures are key including exposed thermal mass; well-insulated rear walls and roofs.
Natural ventilation will be appropriate in some locations where the store is away from trafc.
Back of House: Eco-nomic facilities can be supplemented by training facilities in the local City Landmark store.

Store Design

Store Design

Development

Development

Procurement

Procurement

M&S Stores of the Future 1
M&S Speke
We were asked to design and deliver concept stores in
Speke and Swansea that were legible, easy to navigate and
inspiring to shop for customers. The aim was to introduce
a clothing only offer on retail parks which would attract
younger customers and introduce a shopping experience
considerably different from that on the High Street.
Results
The concept stores generated significantly greater returns
than traditional stores. Speke and Swansea won a variety
of national retail design awards.
“The subtlety, freshness and economy with which Urban Salon’s designs have
been executed are proof that they have got closer to the ideal M&S store than
any of the other designers who have recently worked for the company.”
Nigel Coates, Independent on Sunday 18/07/04

01
M&S Speke - a clothing
only out of town store

01 design driven by research

Design for
retail interiors
that respond
to their
location
(out of town)

01
M&S Swansea

01 design driven by research

Design for
retail interiors
that respond to
their location
& are easy to
navigate

Marks & Spencer Stores of the Future 1
Concept designers for Basingstoke store
This 43,000 ft2 store opened in November 2004.
A visually prominent Café Revive provided a daylit & relaxing environment for customers overlooking the corner of
the shopping mall. Contemporary furniture was specified.
The new foodhall was divided into three zones: the “to go”
shop with take-away food, a coffee counter and fast tills;
the main foodhall had refrigerated product, fresh produce
and an in-store bakery and wine shop and “Cook and Eat”
- an area selling kitchenware. The black floored foodhall
design was rolled out by M&S across the chain.
The Independent (13/11/04) described the store as,
“a gleaming stylish store, cast in the mould of a Bond Street retailer.”
The Observer (14/11/04) stated that,
“In its pristine launch state, Basingstoke looks good. If it fails, it is hard to see
what better foot M&S can put forward.”

01
M&S Basingstoke - food &
clothing store located in a mall

01 design driven by research

Design for
retail interiors
that respond to
their location
(corner site on
a mall)

02
Design that
challenges
the red line

01
Amelia St boundary line and
pavement junction at the edge of
a new housing development
O2 Central by Oakymayne,
Elephant & Castle

Pullens Tenants and Residents Association
Amelia Street Competition for the Public Realm
In response to several new local housing developments
where the site boundary results in public realm that
patched together and peicemeal we used the Planning
system (with section 106 as the funding mechansim) to set
up a design competition to initiate ideas to try to ‘knit new
and old together’ in a more coherant way at the edge of the
Elephant & Castle masterplan.
The broader aim of the competition was to ask the Council
to approach the design of the public realm more holistically
rather than just “making do”. Local residents also wanted
a more dynamic consultation process with provocative
results that would benefit the wider community.

01
AJ 29.01.09
5 short-listed practices
were announced as a result of a
design competition run by the AF

02 design that challenges the red line

Thinking
beyond site
boundaries
to make more
coherant user
experiences

Pullens Tenants and Residents Association
Amelia Street Competition for the Public Realm
We had 40 responses to the design competition which was
short-listed to five entries. Local residents were consulted
via an exhibition in the local TRA hall where we had more
than 120 visitors commenting on the panels.
DPQ (ex RCA) were announced as the winner with an
idea to make Amelia Street more abundant. They wanted
to promote street activity, improve the thresholds of the
estate and to make our landscape more productive in
terms of food production.

01
AJ 29.01.09
5 short-listed practices
were announced as a result of a
design competition run by the AF

02 design that challenges the red line

Using a design
competition
to encourage
innovative
ideas & new
practices
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• Turning redundant space into active space, through hard landscaping and new planting currently heavily used thorough way to School.
• Creating a new fruit orchard between Peacock and Newington Estate
• Reorganizing cycle lockers
• Protecting trees whilst providing fruit picking support
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• Creating shared surface to Iliffe Street at entrance to Crampton
School
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• Discouraging
traffic through design proposals, rather than physically preventing traffic
2
1
• New hard and soft landscaping, together with
3 new planting and bench seating creates a
4
new public space to be enjoyed by all
0
• Proposed planting treatment
2 to School wall to increase visibility of thes School and
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encourage interest in planting.
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02 bottom right
Residents tree planting with Cllr
Fiona Colley, Southwark Cabinet
Member for Regeneration
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I am continuing to lobby Southwark and developers through
the consultationm process to be more ambtitious in
their plans to make productive and coherant public realm
improvements around all new developments in the area.

Resin bonded gravel surfacing
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Existing paving

Off pavement bin store to protect
parked cars from oncoming traffic

Bench with traffic signage fixed to
outer side facing oncoming traffic
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02 design that challenges the red line
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Three out of five of the initatives proposed and detailed
are currently being built and we hope to build another one.
The hard landscaping is nearly complete and last week we
took delivery of apple, quince, pear, pine and walnut trees
which were planted around the estate. We have set up a
gardening club and are having an estate wide opening with
cider and apple juce in ecember.
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Growing a community orchard

Creating a welcome and safe school entrance
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During the next few weeks there
will be open events to explain the
proposals.
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Pullens Tenants and Residents Association
Amelia Street Competition for the Public Realm
A steering group composed of local councilors, the local
school, the residents (me), the AF and Southwark Council
was set up to deliver the project.
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Engaging
residents
to make
decisions
about their
local spaces

Take a look at the latest schemes
for the end of Crampton Street,
Peacock Street and Iliffe Street.

Abundant Amelia - Crampton Street Gardening Clubs
We used the mechanism of a planning application to
help to secure Section 106 funding (£650K) for the
implementation of a number of public realm improvements
in my local neighbourhood. We wanted to use design in the
public realm to “knit” new and old streets together at the
edge of the proposed Elephant & Castle Master plan and
to ensure a dynamic and interactive consultation process,
producing results that would benefit the wider community.
Further to this, around a new area of raised planters
in Crampton St, a number of gardening clubs have
been established. Members of all ages meet regularly
to maintain the planters and other areas and gardens
adjacent to the original plots.
Kids’ Barrel Garden, Crampon St
The Kids’ Gardening Club meets on Friday’s after school.
Crampton St planters
These planters continue to be cared for by Pullens and
Newington estate residents who meet monthly. The adult
gardening club is expanding its horizons, taking care of
other beds in the area. Lisa from Baldwins uses the herb
bed for talks and educational events.
Pullens window boxes
100 sets of window boxes are now on display on the
window sills of the Pullens, with more to come.
Pullens Gardens events
While welcoming much needed improvements, The TRA
& residents continue to populate the park, by organising
events. A Summer Fare will follow the Easter Fare & Egg
Hunt.
Thanks to Cleaner, Greener Safer Funding and other grants from Southwark
Council, Pullens residents are making the public realm much greener, more
productive and its proving to be a great place to meet your neighbours.

04 publically orrientated practice

Better used
local public
spaces

Driving 4000km: NY to Seattle
A 31 day journey where the more intimate scale of the
domestic (we stayed in B&B’s) spaces and that of many
iconic houses punctuated our trips across striking natural
landscapes. In cities we visited striking
man-made landscapes and many informal plots to look at
how residents use the public realm as extensions of their
interior spaces.
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02 design that challenges the red line

We drove
across USA:
interior &
landscape: a
continuous
experience

1
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01
Prada store NY
02
Informal community
garden, Bowery NY
03
Highline, City Park NY
04,
City from the Empire
State, NY

09
05
Eastern State Penitentiary Road to Yellowstone Park
Panopticon in Philadelphia 10
06
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London Metropolitan University: Year 1
Interior architecture & architecture students 9/10
We used the sectional model and drawing as a way for
students to observe and begin to understand High Street
2012. We understood this as a transient place of cultural
diversity, bisected with leisure, ritual, living & work. Our
propositions invited occupation by both Olympic visitors
and residents in territories that were both public and
private, commercial and recreational. We wanted to explore
the nature of this street as ‘a place of pleasure’.
Student propositions sat astride rooftops, were hidden
behind existing walls and billboards or appeared to wedge
themselves between market stalls. Inhabitants rode
through buildings on bicycles, hovered above the road and
the canal giving opportunities for new glimpses across and
along High Street 2012. All projects contributed new layers
of activity, connectivity and materiality into the city. The
results were complex and interwoven into the city, often
making them hard to spot.

01
Macdonalds, Bow
04
Model by 4 students
through A11, Bow

02
Whitechapel Mission

03
Ideas Store, Whitechapel
05
Exhibition by year 1 in
LMU, J 2011
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Designing
from the
bottom up
London Metropolitan University: Year 1
Interior architecture & architecture students 9/10
As part of the London International Student Architecture
Festival our students took part in a number of projects
including holding a market stall as part of the Whitechapel
street market.
Their studies and projects situated on Whitechapel
and High Street 2012 had prepared them to engage
meaningfully and respectfully with local residents to ask
them about the best attributes of the area. “What makes
you smile on the Whitechapel?”
The year had prepared them to enage with the social ethos
of the School through discussions about the “duty of care”
that a designer upholds. Students’ projects and models
were displayed in the Idea Store during July 2010.

01
‘Market stall of Ideas’ by LMU
students as part of the London
International Student
Architecture Festival
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London Metropolitan University: Year 1
Interior architecture & architecture students 9/10
As part of the London International Student Architecture
Festival our students took part in a number of projects
including holding a market stall as part of the Whitechapel
street market.
Their studies and projects situated on Whitechapel
and High Street 2012 had prepared them to engage
meaningfully and respectfully with local residents to ask
them about the best attributes of the area. “What makes
you smile on the Whitechapel?”
The year had prepared them to enage with the social ethos
of the School through discussions about the “duty of care”
that a designer upholds. Students’ projects and models
were displayed in the Idea Store, Whitechapel during July
2010.

01
‘Market stall of Ideas’ &
exhibtion in the Idea Store by
LMU students as part of the
London International Student
Architecture Festival

London Metropolitan University: Year 1
Interior architecture & architecture students 10/11
Barbers, Butchers, Bodybuilders, Babies & Bohemians
Our neighbourhood of choice was Seven Sisters, an area
in flux, that has been transformed over the course of the
last century from a rural satellite of London to a dense
urban neighbourhood. Throughout its recent history, each
community that has occupied Seven Sisters has left its own
mark on the area by adapting, reinterpreting and adding to
the built environment.
We were looking at distinct sites in Seven Sisters, each
occupied by very different communities including the
Colombian Market which occupies Wards Corner site, a
listed Victorian Department Store. The building and its
occupiers are subject to a protracted Court battle about
its future. We joined the residents in their fight to save
the building and to retain the market. Our first job was to
observe, draw and study each local community and their
relationship to their built environment.

01
Y1 summer show 2011
04
Group drawing - Wards
Corner market

02
Y1 summer show 2011

03
Nick Petters: proposal for
Fountayne Road

03 designing from the bottom up
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04
Publically
orientated
practice
In the mid 1980’s the Pullens estate (built 1890) where I
live was ear-marked for demolition. Unsuccessful attempts
were made to forcibly evict local squatters who had moved
into some of the vacant flats. A deal was later done with
the Council to save 366 of the 500 flats and to legally
house the squatters, some of whom still live here.
The streets, staircases and open spaces around the
Pullens are public and open to all in contrast to the many
new gated communities that are being proposed in the
area. For many reasons the Pullens estate is a successful
model for small scale community development. Whether
engaged in projects as a design professional or as a local
resident I am committed to involvement in publically
accessible projects rather than private developments or for
private clients.

01
Silver Jubilee Street Party,
Crampton Street, Pullens Estate 1978

Abundant Amelia - re-imagning Pullens Gardens
We used the mechanism of a planning application to
help to secure Section 106 funding (£650K) for the
implementation of a number of public realm improvements
in my local neighbourhood. We wanted to use design in the
public realm to “knit” new and old streets together at the
edge of the proposed Elephant & Castle Master plan and
to ensure a dynamic and interactive consultation process,
producing results that would benefit the wider community.
Further to this and a number of local campaigns, in June
2014, a further £400K was secured by Southwark Council
to upgrade our local park on the edge of the E&C master
plan. Definition of the role that the community takes in the
design and maintenance of this area are on going.
To date we have organised and run a number of events to
stimulate discussion, demonstrate that the park could be
better used, and to inspire residents. These include visits
to Bonnington Square, Kew Gardens, Bee Urban and the
Earth Centre Brighton. We have held residents clean-up
days in the dilapidated park and have organised Summer
and Easter fares for local children including puppet shows,
sensory trails, creative workshops and music events. We
have also used local expertise to draw up plans of how
want the park to be in the very near future and presented
these to Councillors and officers.

01
02
Pullens Gardens - current Park clean-up day 2013
condition
04
Making plans for
Pullens GardensB

03
Easter Fare & Egg Hunt
2014
05
Summer Fare Art &
Puppet show

04 publically orrientated practice

Better used
local public
spaces

Walworth Heritage Day and Panorama Exhibition
Saturday 7th June 2014 at St Peter’s Church
The exhibition was organised by the Walworth Society in
Favourite
Walworth
Rd (West)
order to prompt conversations
aboutarchitecture:
the Walworth
Road.
Visitors’iffavourite
buildings
on westvalue
side
We wanted to know in particular
and how
residents
- John Smith House
the architecture, how they use
the high street, what features
- The Tankard Pub
they cherish, and which they would like to see improved.
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engaging
residents
to make
decisions
about ideas
for their local
public spaces
NORTH

SOUTH
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The Old To
The vast m
Walworth
favourite b

Other favourites

- 1875 building
corner
of Grosvenor
Terrace
Two panoramas of the Walworth
Roadon
were
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centrally
- Banana Bar building
in the Church. Residents were
invited
walk along the
- NatWest
bankto
building
Corner blocks
Fielding
St
Walworth Road and to talk -about
their on
views.
Approx
100
- South
people attended and 45 left
theirLondon
viewsPress
viabuilding
questionnaire or
in conversation.
- There is popular recognition that the west side is

Other favo

are a number of blocks of architectural merit.
This documentation will bethere
used
to compliment more
- There are no contemporary buildings of perceived
detailed historical researchvalue,
about
architecture
and except the
mostthe
are viewed
quite negatively,
OldAll
Co-op
(now Iceland).
shops of the Walworth Road.
funded
by Southwark
- The increase in height of some contemporary
Council Cleaner, Greener, Safer
Fund & Lend Lease (in kind).
blocks casts shadows back onto existing buildings

- There is r
the east sid
- There is u
(1850 appr
between th
buildings o
- There are
value on th

- The 1908
- St Peter’s
- The Healt
- Kennedy’
- Old Red L
- Herbert M

less complete from a heritage perspective, although

01
Installation in St Peter’s
Grade 1 listed church by
Sir John Soane

and exterior public spaces, affecting the quality of
the Walworth Road negatively, particularly on the
02
northern
end.of
A series of
postcards
the Walworth Road were
made to advertise the
event and its outcomes

SOUTH
NORTH

Royal College of Art: ADS1
The Palace & the Museum, Accra 01/02
In 2001 ADS1 led my Mark Prizeman and I went to Ghanna
to design projects for a Palace and a Museum. We were
the educational delegates of a larger British design team
working with the new president.
Our extensive investigations of the city on the ground and
the discovery of the latest viable masterplan, formulated
in the 1950’s led the students to form other ideas for the
future of this vibrant city.
Tom Coward (now at the AOC) took refuge in the heart of
the city, once the polo grounds of the colonial rulers and
still empty because of their unsuitable geological make-up.
Tom imagined a Trade Palace where the international,
global and the local would meet to exchange and trade.

01
A trade (un) fair, Accra
with permission of Tom Coward
(the AOC)
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Royal College of Art: ADS1
The Palace & the Museum, Accra 01/02
Our extensive investigations of the city on the ground and
the discovery of the latest viable master plan, formulated
in the 1950’s led the students to form other ideas for the
future of this vibrant city.
Fiona Scott (now of Gort Scot) developed a drawing
technique to record and understand complex parts of the
city, specifically its transport system - the ritual movements
of goods & people.
Fiona developed a tram system and a central interchange
based on specific routes and uses - “market tram,
celebration tram, express tram” - in response to the
cellular city. She wanted to challenge the car-orrientated
aspirations of the minority wealthy classes and the
inconsistent privatised bus system.
The techniques that Fiona developed at the RCA have
been developed in her work on ‘High Streets’ for Design for
London as an Urban Scholar.

01
Urban Grooves, Tram-line Links, Accra
with permission of Fiona Scott
(Gort Scott)
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The technologies researched included SMS messaging
through mobiles to enable airlines to send passengers
personalised messages and electromagnetic vibration to
create areas of acoustic sound isolation from flat surfaces
including tabletops within the airport.

VS900. YUKKIKO.

VS900

R

SKYTRACKE

HEALTH CHECK

HEALTH CHECK

HEALTH CHECK

heathrow
ng for london
now boardi

When she finishes her breakfast, the alert on her vid-fon tells her that the skytracker is ready to
depart to the plane. She steps to a white corner in the lounge that slowly breaks away from the
Port, and accelerates toward the waiting planes. She remembers the old fifteen minute walk to
the departure gate. The skytracker slides along the parapet of the airport architecture directly to
the upper class door of the plane. She steps into the plane with the other 20 upper class
passengers, as the pilot tests the engines ready for taxiing to runway 42.

On each of her mothly flights Jukkiko
uses the health checks
she can keep up to date with her vaccinations,
and get a full body scan data sheet, she just likes to check.......

t-0

Curious, they move toward the CommWall. Mark wants to make a quick call, and has left his vid-fon at the meeting;
James just wants to watch the planes take off like a control tower operator, and he plays Grand Turismo 19 on an instant
screen at the same time. They make several uses out of the glass wall, programming some panels to be screens for
shopping, some for games, and others just to be windows. The choices seem endless.

Mark and James are returning to London on Flight VS004 from JFK.
They have missed their normal airline’s flight; this will be their first time on Virgin.
They are picked up by the Virgin Limo,
finding this more comfortable than the other airline’s limo bikes.
All the security checks and passport controls are
done by the chauffeur’s assistant on the way.
Luggage taken, they wander into the Virgin lounge...................................................

COMM WALL

ENTERTAINMENT INTERFACE

glass wall
with liquid crystal display

television

video fon

dvd

CHECK-IN

assistant chauffeur collects passports,
searches with x-graph for metallic objects,
hand carries luggage to collection desk.

sony playstation8

babble

prada

bill blass

dreamworks10

We created three customer journeys based (2 of these are
shown) on different characters and their perceived needs
to illustrate our proposal.

t-120

Three drinks later and business conversation waning,
the two new Virgin customers look around the lounge.

The lounge feels like a playground:
chairs with com-ports, hair salon, changing pods, and a small forest with real trees and soil, inviting the weariest travelers into other worlds.
They have business to discuss; they choose a hard-surfaced table among the busy bar. Ordering drinks is easy, taken from the touch screen menu at the table.
As a noisy crowd arrives at the bar, they turn up the privacy control on the table in the lounge. Suddenly, the crowd is muted, and without leaving the bar, they can concentrate on their case.

Bluetooth has recognised Mark and James’ activity, and, through the
CommWall, sends a voiced message:"Gentlemen, your flight to
London is now prepared for your boarding. Kindly step to the
skytracker which will carry you to the plane."
Drink orders now recorded, Mark and James find their vodka and
tonics waiting for them on the plane.

tokyo

VS004. MARK AND JAMES.

Our main focus was to identify how the benefits of
technology could improve the future airport environment
and how an airline could extend its brand and control its
customers’ experiences more effectively.

The waiter soon brings her breakfast and in-flight pouch. The days of heavy hand luggage are over, and she feels light and worry-free. The
pouch contains a free sample of Acqua di Parma soap, how clever of the airline to match the perfume that she bought on the journey over.

t-120

Airports of the Future for Virgin Atlantic
Project to define an environment for business travellers
Virgin Atlantic were looking at ways in which they could
extend their brand in order to control the entire customer
journey of passengers from their point of departure
for the airport to their ultimate destination. We were
commissioned to define a new environment for upper and
business class passengers in the year 2010.

Bluetooth alerts the check-in attendant that Yukkiko is getting off the horizontal axis lift in the level below. As soon as she arrives
at the Virgin lounge, she feels looked after- the lounge is a "Virgin Port", an autonomous structure, plugged into the exterior walls
of Heathrow. She will have to do nothing more than arrive at the V-Port to prepare for her flight. The attendant scans her details.
As Yukkiko approaches the desk, she automatically rolls her forefinger over the fingerprint scanner, handing over her identity card
with the other hand.
"Would you like the English or Japanese GM-free organic menu, Yukkiko?" asks the attendant, as much to pass the time while the
mainframe verifies the billing details, fingerprint classification, ….the visa expiry check always takes that little bit longer.

Yukkiko takes the escalator up to the lounge to have her late breakfast; she yawns, and scans the room for a place to settle into for a small
nap. She spots a vacant soft-chair that immediately retracts as she falls into it, setting the pink noise ambi-net to mellow. The Bellista material
of the chair warms, and almost indetectably, a voice begins to tell a story of life in the forest, recalling, for Yukkiko, the simplicity and the
adventure of natural environments. It places her somewhere else; she wanders there in her sleep.
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Yukkiko is returning to Tokyo on VS024 from Heathrow.
She always finds the return journey nicer; she will be soon back in familiarity, in an environment where she feels at home.

RCA North Battersea Campus
Urban Salon was shortlisted in the RIBA competition to
design the Royal College of Art – Battersea North site.
Urban Salon reached the fourth round of the competition
together with Haworth Tompkins and Fielden Clegg Bradley
Architects.
The competition brief was for a £19 million building
containing studio space, retail space, start up atelier units
and a lecture theatre that was planned over three phases.
The team researched the history of the existing RCA
building in South Kensington and incorporated successful
characteristics of the existing site into their proposal in
Battersea in order to create an identifiable sibling campus.
Phase one was for the construction of a painting studio
for up to 50 students. Phase two for a gallery and fine art
studios. The phase three building had a new corner public
entrance, lecture theatres and more studios.

01
RCA RIBA competition entry, reached
the fourth round
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06
Excited by
rejuvenation
of the existing
city fabric
Offley Works; an invited competition
“It’s an opportunity to get something out of the ordinariness,
to bring some richness out of the existing site”.
We used the gold topped milk bottle as the inspiration
for this project. Our objective was to make Offley Works
a distinct place that physically connnected into the local
community becoming a desirable place of work (through the
inclusion for space for SME’s) and residence that was fully
occupied and vibrant.
Occupation was focused around three courtyards (created
by selective demolition) each with its own specific identity,
materail palette and pattern of use.

01
Offley Works, proposal

AD 007.2

Archipelago
Ottignies, Belgique
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67.5

Archipelago

55

AD 007.3

Ottignies, Belgique

Angel islands

Terraces meadow with
subterranean services for tents
and events

72.5

Inhabited bridge ramps down to
make a low level boardwalk

.5

77

Timber sound baffle and facilitie
for visitors ( wc’s, food, drink etc

Apartment hotel on top of car park
Section BB
Scale 1:625
Through apartment hotel, (Business) Angel Island
and inhabited bridge looking south

Inhabited bridge accomodating
ticket office and shops on the way
to the platforms

Site for temporary venue - facin
meadow or train lines - with
audiences on the stepped roof o
in the terraced meadow

Hotel reception

Existing buildings retained

River Dyle

A

Retail units and existing buildings
act as sound baffles and enclose
the new public square

Permanent building to
accomodate facilities for
temporary events. Stepped roof
as audience seating and down
to meadow

80

Business angel island
living and planting at the top

Business angel island
working half way up the towers

72.5

57.5

green plateau with
cars underneath

82.5

road under
railway as
existing

New building to make a hard corner
in front of the roundabout and at the
entrance to the bus station

55

.5

80

85

Apartments overlooking the tracks

Road under new raised plateau
with short stay car park
retail

Phase 2 : Island retreats

70

.5

These two projects explore the potential of lightweight
architectural
interventions
Hotel
reception on the
roof
integrating technology to allow residents and visitors to inhabit the natural landscape.
57

+60

+65

bus
station

55

.5
77

existing

new road to
eliminate dangerous
level crossing

67.5

An apartment hotel hovering amongst the trees perches on the hillside
offering business (and leisure) accommodation for visitors – apartments occupy the
top of the car park offering views over the trees and easyCar
access
to the local town,
on three levels
with apartment hotel
business angel island and the station. They make a landmark.

circulation
tower

public
square

65

Public square extends over the
short stay car park and steps
down to (Business) Angel Island

road under railway
as existing - into
short stay car park
and bus station

62

ticket office
retail

on the roof

circulation
towers

existing

+65

62.5

(Business) Angel Island uses
the Business Angels financial
model and network to offer
office accomodation for start-up
businesses
75

62.5

An (inter-connected) meadow contains vertical timber structures that edge the
meadow providing a sound baffle to shield noise from the adjacent road traffic and
house amenities for public (entertainment). On the horizontal plane a boardwalk and
stairs to other levels invite audiences to occupy multiple levels. In its fallow state the
meadow, its boardwalk and pond provide a local picnic destination for residents. The
subterranean integration of services allows this
Windwilderness to be transformed into a
venue for circuses, music or conferences. turbines

train
station

B

62.5

60

65

60

65

50m diameter space for stage,
large tent or temporary building
with capacity > 2000

60

existing

57.5

restaurant

Mix of live work towers with 2
storey plinths in a landscape
setting for living and commercial
activities

57

.5

62.5

New ponds

62

.5

existing
roads

57.5

60

72.5

New ponds

60

57.5

New planting

B
80

Grass covered terraces with
underground services for tents

85

(Business) Angel Island
accomodates existing buildings
57

77

.5

62.5

70

82

.5

.5

87
.5

60

90

67.5

Phase 3: (Business) Angel Island

62.5

55

60

60

62.5

57.
5

60

Half hour short staycar park

57.5

Train station tower

62.5

View from tree top apartment hotel

Temporary event in the meadow

Post graduate housing

Business angel park

The delineation of working and living is open to experimentation on the east. Low level
buildings accommodate shops, offices or family housing mixed with towers above. The mid levels
provide office accommodation whilst the tree covered tops are suited to residential use. The west
is smaller towers with flexible spaces for start up businesses propegated around the Business
Angels model as an incentive for graduates to live or return to live in the area. Living and
working on Angel Islands continues to exemplify contemporary living in a rural location.
65

65

5

57.
.5

62

.5

67

70

View from inhabited bridge restaurant over the tracks

This phase develops the potential of Ottignies’s improved transport links and its proximity to
the University. (Business) Angel Island offers viable and attractive start up business
accommodation to benefit the development of the Louvain-la-Neuve University and its Science
Park as well as offering graduating students opportunities to stay or return to the area.
(Business) Angel Island is constructed using the highest standards to ensure a highly efficient
and ecologically driven emphasis in terms of building, operation and planting. The design is
centred around pedestrians and cyclists. Although there is vehicullar access, this is predominantly
for deliveries only.

75

View of site as existing

new

new

Competition site and existing town
Scale: 1:1500

03
Europan 9
Ottignies Belgium

Existing buildings retained

new
Existing
road

New permanent building with back
of house changing rooms and
equipment - stepped roof allows
audience viewing platforms if
performance facing railway lines.
Inhabited bridge becomes a
timber board walk in the meadow.
Timber screens shield the sound
of the road and contain facilities
for festivals and conferences (wcs,
tea, food)

We used three case studies; Manhattan Island; L’ile de
la cite and Euralille to identify the potential for making
island sites special, differentiated from their surroundings,
destinations rather than secluded environments and to
demonstrate the potential of track side architecture (new
train and bus station buildings, an inhabited bridge, and
a contained public space) to bring new identities and
meaning to this place. This entry was runner-up in its
category.

02
Offley works, model

Bus station

existing

new

Business angel island
low rise for living and working

Europan 9: Ottignies: Archipelago Angel Islands
The attraction of life in a rural location with high-speed
connections is exemplified in Ottignies, Belgium.
Inhabitants live in houses shrouded in trees with easy
connections linking to Brussels and Europe. Plans for RER
trains to stop every 15 minutes will make Ottignies into an
even more attractive destination.

01
Offley Works
SME courtyard
04
Offley Works as existing

New road to eliminate dangerous
level crossing

existing
road

Planted space in front of south
facing cafe with circulation to short
stay car park below

Offley Works; an invited competition
“It’s an opportunity to get something out of the
ordinariness, to bring some richness out of the existing
site”.

Access road

New planting as sound baffle

New ponds

70

Bringing new
materiality &
patterns of
use to the city:
urban scale

7

Angel islands

View 3
North along the river Dyle across (Business) Angel Island towards the train station

View 2
Southwest across the (inter-connected) meadow

deviation du passage
sur voie

View 4
East from the train station towards the (inter-connected) meadow

Bar Local: a contemporary bar with the atmosphere of a
friendly local pub
The site was transformed from an abandoned Indian
restaurant comprising four adjoining Victorian shop units
which were transformed into separate lounge spaces: each
with a distinct domestic in feel.
Three lounge spaces were decorated with custom
wallpaper and upholstered in custom fabric on the
banquettes and stools. The first lounge area is decorated
with a pattern inspired by the accessories of nightlife mobile phones and high-heeled shoes. The second lounge
is inspired by the local story of two neighbouring feuding
barbers in the street opposite called “Dino’s” and “Tony
and George”. The third lounge area has a pattern featuring
the facades of typical Fulham terraces.
The wallpaper and fabrics were hand screen printed by the
wallpaper designer and maker, Tracy Kendall (ex RCA).

01
Robbie, our client

02
Red Fulham lounge

03
Model, Bar Local
04
Green Barbers’ lounge,

Lounge 4

Lounge 3

Lounge 2

Bar Area

Lounge 1
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07
Making living
spaces that
are adaptable
Circle 33 Housing competition
This short listed entry for a competition for a Housing
Association in the East End was predicated around a series
of shared spaces of gardens which were overlooked and
whose patterns of use could shift depending on the owners
and their desire to use and cultivate outdoor spaces.
Although mews flats and houses could share external
gardens, the orientation of individual spaces was arranged
so that residents could live without the need for “lace
curtains”.

01
Mews House

Model aesthetics

Model aesthetics

Bermondsey Bingo Block
This project won an invited competition run by the
Architectural Foundation for a developer and formed the
affordable housing componant of a much larger scheme.
Externally the irregular volume responded to site conditions
and acted to mediate between new high residential blocks
to the west and existing low rise developments to the east.
Internally the starting point was to provide large flats of
irregular shape that could be later divided in a number
of ways by individual residents in response to their
requirements. Whilst the building was eventually built, our
desire to see larger more flexible living spaces as a starting
point was not taken up by the client and a much more
conventional approach to internal use was utlilised.

01
Models to show the development
of Bermondsey Bingo Block
externally

02
Competiton boards showing
the development of the project
over time

Model aesthetics
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60K house
low energy
living that can
accommodate
change
Sustainable 60K housing: Northern Edge
This proposal for low cost sustainable housing was
developed for a design for manufacture competition in
conjunction with a number of housing associations. It
proposed three main housing typologies which define
different types of streets.
While the design, cost, maintenance and eco-homes
rating and compliance with design codes was of utmost
importance, we also looked at the spaces between the
individual dwellings and developing an identity and sense
of place. Working with Grosmax our approach was a
contemporary reworking of the English village.
The construction process of every housing typology is
straightforward, easy to replicate and allows for properties
to be extended and adapted to accommodate changes in
family size and live work patterns (Shit! it’s triplets).
This design was one of 9 selected through the competiton
process by the ODPM.

Top: Terrace house
Bottom: Orchard house

A home
that can
accommodate
change
Larissa Street: the only house on the street
This ongoing project is about the development of a back
land site behind a garden wall near to East Street market in
Elephant & Castle.
The aim is to build a simple timber frame house of 130m2
over 3 floors which can be easily adapted to accommodate
family life, working from home and growing children as
well as the desire to experiment with the re-configuration
of space. The aim is to construct a regular floor grid and
2 lightweight staircases that can be moved and changed
to accommodate voids and mezzanines in a number of
locations as spatial requirements and desires develop.
The relationship with the external spaces will also be of
paramount importance and the project currently includes a
hidden roof terrace.

01
Current proposals

02
A backland site

03
A backland site

Highbury New Park, Highbury, London UK
The clients, keen cooks with a huge record collection,
wanted a clutter-free space for entertaining so the main
challenge was to disguise all the necessary storage space.
Kelso Mews, Kensington, London UK
The mews, now a studio flat because the previous owner
sold their bedroom to the neighbour, now has a narrow
kitchen over the staircase, a triangular bed, a vanity unit
by the bed, a living room and desk and cupboard space for
the owner who works from home.
The Factory, Nile Street, London UK
The shell of the old factory building was left exposed and
where possible the history of the old building was revealed
and highlighted. All of the services were run at high level
in order to maintain a large free and open floor area.The
only solid element inserted was a cube, which contained
storage space and a bathroom.
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Highbury New Park
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Kelso Mews
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Nile Street
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Mother: creating a non-hierarchical workspace
The advertising agency, Mother was moving out of Soho
into an old fire station in Clerkenwell. They wanted a
stimulating workspace that reflected their brand and which
abolished any hierarchical boundaries and that acted as a
canvas for their work.
Our starting point was John Le Carre’s truism, “a desk
is a dangerous place from which to view the world.” In
the centre, “Mothers’ table” was built – a 35 metre long
irregularly-shaped oak surface for all the company to use.
Staff have cordless phones and can plug in their laptops
at any point on the table. Partners, creatives, planners and
administrative staff all take a different position at Mother’s
table each week. The project was a finalist in The Times
and Gestetner 100 best offices in 2000.
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ED Coms Waterloo
A design for new offices for an educational
communications agency, EdComs, following their move to
the 11th floor of Waterloo Tower in London. The challenge
was to communicate the company’s leadership position
within its marketplace whilst emphasising its friendliness
and approachability.
The floor plan enabled clear views out from key points
across the floor and afforded fantastic natural light,
creating a warm and welcoming environment. A discrete
library area at the end of the main navigational route
showcased the company’s research capabilities.
‘We are in the education sector. It’s important that our brand has real
meaning. We are rigorous, extremely approachable and friendly and we are
delivering not just thinking. The environment has really helped to clarify that. I
think we’ve ended up with a very modern design and a bold statement.’
Martin Finn, Managing Director, EdComs
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London Metropolitan University: Interior Studio 2 10/11
It’s a dogs life: my beautiful launderette
The studio based a design project in Robin Hood Gardens:
they were investigating ideas about where to situate a
laundrette and what other uses could be incorporated with
such a facility. During one visit students talked to a local
man who was flying a kite from the terrace. He had taken 3
hours to make it from very simple materials, in fact, black
bin liners, bamboo and string. The kite flew high over the
building and far off towards the city. He said that local
police often stopped him for trespassing on the airspace of
Canary Wharf.
The students were intrigued that such a simply constructed
kite could fly so far, by the over-reaction of it flying over
Canary Wharf and at this inventive use of Robin Hood
Gardens terraces.
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My Beautiful Laundrette
with permission of
Oksana Siemens
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London Metropolitan University: Interior Studio 2 10/11
It’s a dogs life: my beautiful launderette
A number of students developed ideas for kite workshops
and inflatable structures that could work around their
proposed launderettes at Robin Hood Gardens.
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The customer enters the launderette through the lift and has all washing
machines and their duration time at a glance, so one can immediatily
choose, due to the time one has or due to the workshop one wants to do.

2

When one has started the washing machine, you can see the workshop,
which you can do, till your laundry is done. When you have chosen to
build a kite, there a lists on the posters with the ingridients you need.

3

With your "shopping list" you go to the shelves and get your material and
tools you will need.

4

The workshop takes place in the extended workplace, where you build
your kite till the washing machine is ready.
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When there is no wind outside, one can use the stored air of the washing
machines to make a test flight with their kites.
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The workshop space connsists of a take away platform (draw-bridge) and
a inflated facade, which gets built up in the morning and take away, when
there is no need for the workshopplace or ones need more space to fly
kites in the floor beneath.
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The customer enters the launderette through the lift and has all washing
machines and their duration time at a glance, so one can immediatily
choose, due to the time one has or due to the workshop one wants to do.

2

When one has started the washing machine, you can see the workshop,
which you can do, till your laundry is done. When you have chosen to
build a kite, there a lists on the posters with the ingridients you need.

3

With your "shopping list" you go to the shelves and get your material and
tools you will need.
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The workshop takes place in the extended workplace, where you build
your kite till the washing machine is ready.
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London Metropolitan University: Level 0 & 1
Celebration Week workshop: drawing at 1:1 scale
In this workshop we asked students of different years to
swap proejects and draw them at 1:1 scale.
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London Metropolitan University: Year 1
Interior architecture & architecture students 11/12
The power of making - transforming places using food
We have started this year by examining the city at scale 1:1,
1:20; 1:50 and learning to see the familiar with fresh eyes.
We have explored the relationship between food and
space. That is the act of finding, selecting, preparing, eating
and sharing food. We have documented, examined and
experimented with how we use space to accommodate
these activities. The students have designed all aspects of
an urban picnic for 2 people including designing the food
and how it is served.
I was intrigued by their ingenuity and intuition when asked
to construct a tower of ingredients as a visual menu.

01
LMU level 1 : a tower of
ingredients
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London Metropolitan University: Year 1
Interior architecture & architecture students 11/12
The power of making - transforming places using food
A number of experiments around designing a picnic for 2
people and a ‘pop-up’ feast.
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Waterloo Road, London
Demountable offices
3i Ltd were looking for an economically viable alternative
to portacabins to house their staff as they considered
building new central London offices. We were asked to
design a demountable structure next to their existing
rented offices in Waterloo which would also support the
adjacent building which was subsiding.
Where possible we used dry trades and a lightweight,
prefabricated modular construction to reduce construction
time, noise and dust for the neighbours in a busy street.
Retaining the precast concrete floors as exposed thermal
mass counteracted some of the environmental drawbacks
of using a lightweight construction system. We used
Kalwall as the external cladding to let light into the deep
plan building. Using windows was not possible because of
unsuitable views and fire restrictions.
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A design and technology block for Falmouth School
The brief was to extend and refurbish Falmouth School’s
existing 1960s design and technology block, adding a
dedicated studio for flexible teaching. The project came
out of the Sorrell Foundation’s ‘joinedupdesignforschool’
programme, which aims to improve quality of life in schools
through giving pupils control and responsibility as clients.
We worked for a client group of design & technology pupils
selected by the school, drawn from Year 9 and 10. The
students wanted a building that would act as a landmark
to the school and that would demonstrate best practice
for environmental design. The orientation and form of the
design & technology block, which is situated at the main
entrance of the school, was conceived to work with the flow
of students to and from school and to maximise even north
light entering the space through large clerestory windows.
The 100sqm extension is a solid prefabricated timber
construction with exposed timber to the interior and
insulation and standing seam pre-weathered zinc cladding
on the exterior. The project has won a number of awards
including a RIBA award.

01
02
Students testing materials Engineered timber
and finishes in daylight
panels

03
Site photgraphs
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M&S Liverpool
An exemplar low energy flagship store
For the existing Liverpool City Centre Marks & Spencer
store, we developed a concept for a contemporary
shopping experience behind an existing listed façade. This
store was in an old hotel and contained spaces that were
not suitable for retail and were dormant. The proposal was
to refurbish the store and create a 200,000 sq ft flagship
store trading over 5 floors. It included the refurbishment of
the a grade II listed building as well as a singinficant new
extension.
The ambition was to achieve BREEAM ‘excellent’ if
possible. The roof model shows our ambition to include
a timber glulam roof over the new extension. We were
working with Buro Happold and Faber Maunsell.
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M&S Liverpool
Williamson Square

02
M&S Liverpool
Church Street

03
M&S Liverpool
Rapid Form roof model
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Satellites of Fashion Exhibition
A touring exhibition for the British Council
Our brief was to design a touring exhibition to display a
selection of handmade shoes, bags and hats designed by
British fashion designers including Vivienne Westwood and
Philip Treacy.
The exhibition toured to six galleries in the UK & then
toured globally with the British Council for 3 years. We
worked closely with Claire Wilcox, the curator from the V&A,
to interpret her main themes by animating the objects
using eight composed sound tracks, light & movement.
Claire wanted the exhibition to display these objects as
strange satellites of the body & to have an otherworldly
atmosphere.
This atmosphere informed an attitude to the graphics (by
Cartlidge Levene) and the display methods: each object
was given its own plinth and space so it did not feel
like it was in a retail environment. We used a car parts
manufacturer to flock the metal display stands and pvc
warehouse door curtains were flocked to make spatial
divides.
Christopher Breward, Fashion Theory, May 1999: “The Crafts Council have
entered into a productive curatorial relationship with design group Urban
Salon, so that the setting of the pieces enhances rather than obscures the
broader and sometimes conflicting [curatorial] meanings.”
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Choosing collaborative design & academic practice
I (an interior designer) and my two founding partners
(architects) deliberately set up Urban Salon after meeting
and working together at the RCA to make the most of our
own creative skills and expertise and to directly involve
the creative input and skills that designers from other
designers from disciplines we had met had at the RCA.
The“Salon” part of our practise name clearly expressed
this intention as one of our founding principles.
My work experience had highlighted how tasks and people
are not always matched in practice. A meeting with Roger
Zogolovitch at the RCA encouraged us to explore ideas
about gathering specific expertise for each project and
making project specifc teams. This idea was compelling &
we were able to practice it easily in early projects when we
were designing & building exhibtions & interiors.
As Urban Salon grew our multi-discplinary approach
continued & enabled us to take on a huge variety of
projects - we employed interior designers, architects,
furniture designers & graphic designers as part of the
core team & collabrated regularily with other designers,
writers, scientists & artists because we believed that multidisciplinary and collaborative design practice is the most
flexible, adaptable and creatively rich route for delivering
design projects.
01
Space Invaders - tape by Bump

Space Invaders: a touring exhibition
We were asked by the British Council to design and
construct a touring exhibition to explore the portfolios and
philosophy of 15 young British architectural practices. The
exhibition was curated by Lucy Bullivant in London and
Pedro Gadanho in Portugal.
We collaborated with each exhibitor & tailored the invented
a kit of parts to design an exhibition structure that was
suitable for each practice’s work. The exhibition opened
in Lisbon & then toured globally for next two years to
venues in Lisbon, Tallinn, Prague, Berlin, California, Tokyo,
Montreal and Sao Paulo. The show was produced in
collaboration with graphic designers, Bump (ex RCA) who
invented rolls of tape which were used as signage and to
wrap the catalogues and Milk who made videos.

01
Space Invaders in Lisbon, Portugal
as part of the Experimenta
International Bienale
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Living
An exhibition designed and built within four weeks
The ICA asked us to design and produce an exhibition of
the work of Rem Koolhaas and the Office for Metropolitan
Architecture within four weeks. Our brief was to
communicate OMA’s architectural ideas and projects to a
wide audience and make them accessible to people who
are not necessarily familiar with conventional architectural
drawings and design processes.
The exhibition was on two levels. In the lower gallery, we
used long cantilevered plinths to display OMA’s domestic
models in order to demonstrate their drama, compression,
weight and contradiction. In the upper gallery, the context
and development of Schipol airport was explored using
large projected abstract logos and diagrams together with
a model of the proposed airport island.
A sound recording of aeroplanes landing and airport tannoy
systems filled the space. Graphics and sound were in
collaboration with Janek Schaefer.
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The Science of Aliens: for the Science Museum
The Science of Aliens was a major touring exhibition to
examine the possibility of life on other planets at the
Science Museum in Kensington with a budget of £1.4
million.
The exhibition incorporated a number of digital interactives
and touch sensitive projected environments. Within ‘Alien
Worlds’, giant interactive virtual landscapes illustrated,
animated, and programmed by Berlin-based ART+COM,
were projected onto two 7.5m long curved surfaces where
up to 40 visitors could interact with alien creatures on the
touch-sensitive surface.
The 800 m2 show ran for four months before beginning a
5 year tour to European and International venues include
Birmingham Think Tank, La Villette in Paris and Miami.
Dee Halligan, Project Manager, The Science of Aliens, said, “Urban Salon
brought real energy and creativity to the project. They were able to turn
around ideas in a short time frame and were always looking for ways to
improve the design.”

01
Aliens Worlds with an Interactive by Art
+ Com, space designed by Urban Salon
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M&S Store of the Future
GTF (ex RCA) were appointed as graphic designers and as
part our team for the Stores of the Future Projects. They
developed in-store graphics and packaging. El Ultimo gritto
(ex RCA) were appointed to design a new shopping bag.
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GTF bags for M&S

02
El Ultimo Gritto shopping
bag for M&S
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Portable Architecture Exhibition
The RIBA asked us to design and construct an exhibition
exploring portable and temporary architecture that would
attract school children & professionals to the RIBA gallery
inside a Grade 2* listed building. This meant that nothing
could be attached to the fabric of the building and all
elements had to be carried through the front doors.

Jonathan Glancey, The Guardian 30/0/07 described the exhibition as
“enterprising and entertaining...a far cry from the usual architecture exhibition
in which a very small number of superior people peer disdainfullly at miserly
sketches of all but incomprehensible projects.”
01
Portable Architecture
see overleaf
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Skyscape, Greenwich, London
A purpose built performance space and cinema complex
Working with Buro Happold, we designed a temporary
hired venue for the year long Millennium Celebrations at
Greenwich for the New Millennium Experience Company
to accommodate two 2,500 seat cinemas and a 1000
person bar. The venue had to be completed within 15
months so conventional methods of construction could
not be used. Working with Edwin Shirley Staging, the
team developed a structural frame which used existing
rock and roll staging components. Repeated and identical
bays made the building infinitely expandable. Rock and
roll staging lighting designer, Patrick Woodroffe brought
the building ‘alive’ at night.
The building was 6149 square metres and was built for a
budget of £13.5 million. It was demounted in 2001, with
its components now reused in touring rock and roll sets.

01
Skyscape 2000-2001
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The Art of the Harley at the Barbican
The Art of the Harley created by Ted Polhemus,
experimented with ways to display motorbikes in order to
illustrate and communicate the culture of the American
“hog ride” alongside the aspects of voyeurism, status and
cult that surround Harley riders in the UK.
Graphics by Bump (ex RCA)
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Portable Architecture at
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The Art of the Harley at
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Signs for Caterpillar at the
Truman Brewery
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Objects of our Tine: Crafts Council Gallery
Curated by Martina Margetts (RCA) we used backlit
photographs of makers with sound tracks and large backlit
filon clad plinths that changed in height to display a variety
of contemporary objects at many scales.
Stealing Beauty: exhibition at the ICA of 16 designers
Curated by Claire Catterall (ex RCA) with graphics by GTF
(ex RCA) Stealing Beauty exhibited architects, fashion,
furniture and graphic designers who take inspiration
from the city and the everyday world around them. Each
designer was allocated a space delineated by a colour strip
laid across the gallery and into the corridor outside.
“The whole show is engaging and playful, working a kind of magic on
implausible materials. The beauty comes from the reinvention of familiar,
inexpensive things.” Annabel Freyberg, The Independent.

Bulo party: a one night installation and party
Before Borough Market space had electricity it was
transformed into a one night installation to showcase the
Belgian office furniture. Bulo did not want a conventional
launch. Belgian beer and food was shipped in from
Belgium, the furniture was served on palettes & hand
warmers were given to all the guests. We worked with
Blueprint & the Light Surgeons.
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